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Business Need
To develop a telemedicine video conferencing service to enable a leading maritime medical
provider to offer immediate Covid-19 medical support to the maritime industry and the hundreds
of thousands of seafarers stranded at sea due to port closures, unable to port or seek medical
help whilst at sea.

Business Challenge
Time: 48 hours to produce Beta video solution, deployed in a 10-day period
People, Skillset: Software Engineers – Artificial Intelligence Cloud, Node JS & React
Resourcing: Global FrontM Team
Complexity: High / Custom IFE Server

Client Overview
The client is world leader in global, mobile communications delivering reliable, seamless,
voice and high-speed satellite connectivity at sea and on land.
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The solution was tested by FrontM to function fully with Android and iPhone mobile devices, in

a mobile-responsive manner and supported on major mobile browsers.

Usability: FrontM shall ensure that the
solution is user friendly for an average user
to understand and use

Reliability: FrontM shall ensure that the
solution is not prone to material interruptions
or material errors while in use during beta
testing and commercial Operations

Efficiency: FrontM shall ensure Solution’s
functionality is available for both online and
offline use across all devices

Functionality: FrontM shall ensure all
functionality developed is consistent with the
mutually agreed requirements

Planning & Sequencing

We worked with the client around the clock to rapidly deploy an on-demand video streaming

service that met the urgent lifesaving timescales set out at the start of the project. Each phase

of the delivery teams progress was reported twice weekly in project meetings to ensure the

smooth roll out of the Covid-19 service. 



FrontM Approach
 Initially the client had secured the services of a global telecommunications provider to
provide Covid-19 Patient Video Advise, however, due to the low bandwidth nature of the
satellite industry the initial video conferencing service was unable to deliver high quality,
reliable data optimised video conferencing services over satellite. The FrontM team were
approached due to the unique connectivity and technical knowledge of software delivery
into low bandwidth and isolated environments. Whilst the development team had sandboxed
video conferencing, there was no beta solution in place.        

Due to the nature of the pandemic the entire technical team worked in collaboration with our
clients’ satellite engineering connectivity and the medical teams throughout the weekend to
deliver a beta patient, doctor video conferencing solution that could be streamed
comfortably over dedicated 256kpbs satellite broadband. 

One of the key technical challenges was how to effectively encode and deliver an on-
demand telemedicine service via WebRTC coupled with locking down the IP range.
However, with the entire team working to secure a solution, a fully functional video
consultation prototype was produced within 48 hours.  

The MVP delivered over a web browser was subsequently deployed to hundreds of ships
within a 10-day timeframe with further develop work carried out to incorporate a user
friendly UX coupled with a medical centre call handling and patient queuing functionality.  

The service run for four consecutive months, during which time a mobile application was
also rolled out to allow doctors to answer calls whilst mobile.

Development 
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About FrontM
FrontM is a UK headquartered technology start-up with teams spread between London, San
Francisco and Bangalore. FrontM provides a highly scalable collaboration and programmable AI
software platform built to operate in isolated and remote environments such as the maritime and
aviation sectors. For more information, visit www.frontm.com or contact the team at
info@frontm.com.


